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Submission on employee share scheme reforms
We enclose EY’s response to the Treasury Laws Amendment (Measures for a later sitting) Bill 2021:
Employee Share Schemes (ESS Reform Bill), released for consultation on 29 July 2021.
EY considers that, overall, the ESS reforms should simplify the regulatory framework for companies
seeking to operate employee share schemes (ESS) in Australia.
In particular, EY supports:
► the exemption from the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) requirements for ESS offers made to
employees for no monetary consideration;
► the streamlining of the ASIC filing requirements; and
► the removal of cessation of employment as a taxing point for ESS interests.
Based on our experience assisting companies establish and operate ESS in Australia, however, we are
of the view that the ESS Reform Bill requires further consideration and amendment, if it is to achieve its
objective of making it easier for businesses to offer ESS in Australia and to provide a regulatory
environment which is competitive on the global stage.
The policy objective of reducing “red tape” for businesses is unlikely to be met for many ESS structures,
and in some instances, the ESS Reform Bill imposes further administrative burden than under the
current regime. For example, the synchronisation of the start date for the removal of the cessation of
employment taxing point will be key in ensuring that Australian businesses are not burdened with
operating under two sets of tax rules, for years to come.
In addition, and of most concern to us, are the new penalty provisions relating to disclosure requirements
and other formalities which are so draconian - involving terms of imprisonment - as to totally dissuade
employers from offering such plans to employees; thereby resulting in a total nullification of the other
very good work that has been done to encourage the take up of share plans in Australia.
The penalties are clearly disproportionate to the nature of the offences involved and also excessive
compared to what other countries adopt for similar offences overseas. We strongly urge you to
reconsider the need for imprisonment and other harsh penalties for such offences.
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We would be pleased to discuss our submission.
We note the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Tax and Revenue tabled its report on the
Tax Treatment of Employee Share Schemes on 23 August 2021. We have not yet had an opportunity to
review the report in detail and as such make no comment on the report in this submission.
Yours sincerely

Chris Galway

Hillel Nagel

Partner

Associate Partner (Legal Practitioner)

People Advisory Services

People Advisory Services
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EY submission on ESS Reforms
EY supports the changes proposed in the ESS Reform Bill and the policy intent that there is no
disclosure where an employer provides ESS interests (as defined in the ESS Reform Bill) for no
monetary consideration. EY also supports the removal of the taxing point for ESS interests where an
employee ceases employment. Our submission focuses on areas where changes and clarity are
required to support the operation of ESS in Australia.
Our comments are summarised below in terms of those matters where we believe additional clarity
and/or amendment is required. Further detail on each point is set out in the “Detailed submission”
section that follows.
Executive Summary
Provision

Summary comments

1. Distinction between ESS interests that are acquired for monetary consideration, and those
which are not
► We do not believe additional requirements should be imposed on ESS
interests that are acquired for monetary consideration.

Meaning of ESS
interest

► ESS offers that require payment from employees are typically
structured on an advantageous basis for employees, and may not
require payment until the underlying securities can be sold at a gain
(e.g. share options).
► These provisions do not support certain ESS measures already
supported by tax legislation, such as “start-up” options and plans that
involve pre-tax salary sacrifice by employees.

2. Offences
► The offences are draconian and disproportionate.
► They do not align with practice in UK, Europe, the US, Canada and
New Zealand.
General

► The severity of the offences is likely to negatively impact the operation
of ESS by Australian companies and the opportunity for Australian
employees to participate in ESS offered by global companies.
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Provision

Summary comments
► 5 years’ imprisonment is unnecessarily severe.

Notice of intent

► We suggest that the penalty provisions align with those relating to, for
example, the pecuniary penalty provisions for failure to provide the
relevant disclosures.
► The provisions are not proportionate.

Civil penalty
provisions

Director liability and
section 1100X

► Treasury should consider how many companies have fallen foul of the
current regime, and the level of risk that it is seeking to address.

► Directors are unlikely to be willing to take on personal liability for errors
in disclosure, given that the operation of ESS is not for fundraising
purposes, but to benefit and incentivise employees. This will affect the
number of ESS that continue to be implemented.
► Separately, the drafting in section 1100X(b) needs revisiting.

3. Issue cap

ASX listed
companies

► The 5% limit is arbitrary and is an issue for each company’s board and
shareholders to consider – not for regulators to legislate.
► The 5% issue cap also does not interact with the 15% limit under the
ASX Listing Rules.
► The 20% issue cap is arbitrary and problematic for companies who are
employee-owned, and is inconsistent with encouraging employee
share ownership and the operation of ESS in Australia.

Unlisted companies
► As noted above for listed companies, any cap on ESS issuances is an
issue for the board and shareholders of each company to determine
and not for regulators.
4. Monetary cap
$30,000 monetary
cap for private
companies

► The $30,000 limit is materially too low, and many companies will not
be able to utilise it, especially in relation to grants made to senior
management.
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Provision

Summary comments
► We suggest not imposing a cap or, if a cap is used, having a
significantly higher one.

5. Definitions

ESS Contribution
Plan

ESS interest

► This definition should exclude ESS where the contributions are not held
for any significant period of time, but are generally applied after a
relatively short period towards the purchase of ESS interests (and
typically , the employee can immediately realise a gain by selling the
underlying shares).
► The definition of “stapled security” should be amended to reflect typical
Australian market practice – a share in a company stapled to one (or
more) share in another company and / or one (or more) unit in a trust.
Further, section 83A.335 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997
(ITAA 1997) has an existing definition under the ESS income tax
provisions which refers to a stapled security as a security where “at
least one of the ownership interests that are stapled together to form
the stapled security is a share in the company”.
► Rights and options granted under ESS are not generally tradeable.
► ESS interests acquired for no monetary consideration should be
excluded from the provisions altogether to align with the policy intent.

6. Valuation
Valuation to be
provided within 14
days of the exercise
date

► This requirement is practically difficult to meet, when it is not known at
which time during an exercise period (which could be as long as 15
years) an employee will exercise their option.

7. Tax

Removal of
cessation of
employment as a
taxing point

► To assist with the practicalities of managing the tax treatment for ESS,
we suggest that these new rules apply for all grants of ESS interests
from the effective date – not just to new grants.
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Detailed submission
EY sets out the following matters for The Treasury’s consideration.

1.

Distinction between ESS interests that are acquired for monetary
consideration and those which are not

Whilst we welcome the simplification of ESS offers relating to ESS interests (as defined under the ESS
Reform Bill) which are not acquired for monetary consideration, we do not support the heavy
requirements imposed for offers relating to ESS interests that are acquired for monetary consideration.
ESS are operated by Australian employers as a benefit to employees, and to provide employees with an
opportunity to participate in the growth in value of their employer group. Employees are normally offered
participation in an ESS on an advantageous basis, as compared to offers made to ordinary investors.
ESS that require monetary consideration will normally have at least one of the following features:
► the ESS interests will be acquired at a discount to market value; and/or
► the employer will provide free/matching ESS interests in addition to the ESS interests acquired
by employees; and/or
► where the ESS interests are options, the requirement to pay for the underlying shares is
generally deferred and at the later time the employee will have the ability to choose whether to
exercise the option, taking the prevailing market value of the company’s shares into account at
the time the option may be exercised.
The additional requirements imposed on ESS interests that are acquired for monetary consideration are
not aligned with the intention of the ESS reforms and are out of step with the regulatory regimes in many
overseas jurisdictions.
The additional requirements imposed on ESS interests that are acquired for monetary consideration also
do not support the operation of “start-up” ESS, introduced in 2015 to provide specific tax concessions to
employees participating in ESS operated by early stage businesses. “Start-up” options, for example, are
required to have an exercise price equal to at least the market value of the shares on the date that the
start-up options are granted. These options typically allow the cost of acquiring the underlying shares to
be deferred until the options are “in the money” and employees can realise a gain by exercising the
options and selling the underlying shares.
The requirements also do not support the operation of salary sacrifice plans which provide beneficial tax
treatment to employees by allowing pre-tax contributions to acquire shares.
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2.

Offences

General observations
The various offences under the ESS Reform Bill are excessive, draconian and problematic. Whilst we
understand Treasury’s view that employers who offer ESS interests be required to provide both
employees and ASIC with certain information, the offences for failing to carry out the requirements of the
ESS Reform Bill are grossly disproportionate to the offence committed.
Further, the offences are much greater than those imposed under other jurisdictions, such as the UK, the
European Union, the US, Canada and New Zealand. This puts the operation of ESS in Australia
completely out of step with the global regulatory environment.
The severity of the offences under the ESS Reform Bill is likely to affect:
•

the take-up of ESS by Australian headquartered companies, who will not want to take on such a
significant risk; and

•

the ability for Australian employees to participate in, and benefit from, ESS offered by
international companies, who will not have the risk appetite to consider it worthwhile to extend
participation to employees in Australia. This could result in Australians who are employed by a
global company missing out on ESS participation.

Notice of intent
Under section 1100G(3) of the ESS Reform Bill, it is an offence, punishable by up to 5 years’
imprisonment, to fail to submit a “notice of intent” with ASIC.
We note that under other jurisdictions, such as the UK and the European Union, there is a general
exemption from securities law requirements for offers made under ESS (including where employees pay
monetary consideration), and no filings at all are required. This is in stark contrast to the proposed
requirements under the ESS Reform Bill, putting Australia out of step with the global stage.
We understand that Treasury is of the view that the penalties should align with those imposed in other
parts of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (the Act) relating to product disclosure statements. We consider
that a more relevant reference would be those sections that grant exemptions from the requirement to
issue a product disclosure statement, or that provide less disclosure.
Civil penalty provisions
The civil penalty provisions for:
► failing to provide an ESS disclosure document;
► failing to provide certain information to ESS participants;
► failing to comply with the valuation requirements; and
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► providing misleading or deceptive statements in ESS disclosure documents
are overly excessive and much higher than under the current regime. The maximum civil penalty under
the ESS Reform Bill is 15 years’ imprisonment.
We strongly recommend that Treasury reconsider these measures, and keeps the current penalty
regime. Treasury may wish to consider how many (if any) companies have fallen foul of the current ESS
regime, and whether the new measures are proportional.
Director liability and section 1100X
Section 1100Y of the ESS Reform Bill imposes liability on each director of a company or responsible
entity, for loss or damage caused by the failure to comply with section 1100X(1), “Misleading statements
in ESS disclosure documents etc”.
Directors are unlikely to be willing to approve the implementation of an ESS that will result in them
becoming personally liable, especially as the purpose of operating an ESS is not for fundraising, but
rather, to recruit, retain and incentivise employees. The implementation and operation of ESS is normally
a cost to the employer, due to the expenses incurred in establishing the ESS, and the fact that the ESS
interests are generally acquired on advantageous terms. The proposed directors’ liability provisions will
diminish the implementation of ESS in Australia.
Further, we note that section 1100X(b) is drafted such that the provision will be contravened where a
“new circumstance” arises during an application period in respect of an ESS offer, which would have
been required to have been included in the ESS disclosure document. This provision does not provide
the opportunity to amend the ESS disclosure document or make any subsequent notifications with
respect to the new circumstance. We would not expect for a person to be found to contravene this
section without being given the opportunity to correct the ESS disclosure document, as soon as they
become aware that a new circumstance has arisen.

3.

Issue cap

ASX listed companies
Under section 1100J(3) of the ESS Reform Bill, in order for an offer to be considered an “ESS offer”, the
total number of newly issued shares that may be used in connection with the ESS offer within a three
year period, must not exceed 5%. This cap is arbitrary and low and the draft provisions do not allow for
the limit to be increased by, for example, obtaining shareholder approval.
This does not interact with the ASX Listing Rules, which allow companies to issue new shares equal to
up to 15% of share capital without shareholder approval each year. Companies are able to issue new
shares in excess of this 15% cap where prior shareholder approval is obtained.
Imposing the 5% issue cap with respect to ESS offers will affect many listed companies who are
currently relying on the 15% cap under the ASX Listing Rules, or who have sought separate, specific
shareholder approval to issue new shares. The issue cap is not a decision for regulators to impose – it is
a decision to be made by the board and shareholders of each company.
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It is not clear what objective the cap is intended to meet from an ESS reform perspective. We suggest
that, as a minimum, the issue cap is amended to align with the ASX Listing Rules, and that a provision is
inserted to allow shareholders to approve a higher cap.
Unlisted companies
Under section 1100J(3) of the ESS Reform Bill, in order for an offer to be considered an “ESS offer”, the
total number of newly issued shares that may be used in connection with the ESS offer within a three
year period, must not exceed 20%.
The arbitrary limit is problematic for smaller companies who may require a greater proportion of equity to
be available for employees. Such a cap would be unworkable for the many unlisted companies which
are predominantly employee-owned. For example, as recently reported in the Financial Review,
Barrenjoey (an Australian investment bank) is 50.1% owned by its employees.
The 20% cap is inconsistent with encouraging employee share ownership and the operation of ESS in
Australia. It is also not aligned to current practice in Australia and overseas, and is not a matter to be
addressed in the ESS Reform Bill – this matter lies with the board and the shareholders of each
company. We suggest that the cap be removed altogether or, if a cap is to be included, there is the
ability for a company to approve a higher limit.

4.

Monetary cap

A monetary cap of $30,000 per ESS offer is very low, and very few unlisted companies will be able to
use this exception for all offers made under their plans. We suggest that the monetary cap be removed,
or at least significantly increased. The ESS Reform Bill imposes greater disclosure requirements, and as
such, we would expect that the monetary cap would be increased, to reflect the information provided.
Employers of private companies often require key management (including, for example, the CEO) to
acquire shares in the company for monetary consideration, as a way of aligning their interests to the
company and those of shareholders. In many cases, the acquisition is on beneficial terms (e.g., by way
of an interest-free limited recourse loan provided to the employee). For these types of ESS
arrangements a cap of $30,000 is materially too low and does not take into account any funding
arrangement or discount that may be offered to employees.
Further, ESS interests are often offered by private companies as a way to “top-up” the value of
remuneration packages offered to key employees, when the company’s cash flow/ funds are insufficient
to allow them to offer a competitive salary. In these instances, the value of the ESS interests will, in
most cases, exceed $30,000.
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5.

Definitions

“ESS contribution plan”
We suggest that the definition of an ESS contribution plan under section 9(b) of the ESS Reform Bill is
amended, to apply only where the deductions or contributions made under the ESS are held for a period
of more than one month (and not directly applied to acquire ESS interests).
“ESS interest”
The majority of stapled securities in Australia are offered by property companies, and consist of one
equity security (for example, one ordinary share), stapled to one unit in a unit trust (and/or a share in
another company). The definition of “ESS interest” under section 1100F(e) of the ESS Reform Bill should
be amended to include a stapled security that includes a “unit”, in order to reflect market practice in
Australia.
Section 83A.335 of the ITAA 1997 refers to a stapled security as a security where “at least one of the
ownership interests that are stapled together to form the stapled security is a share in the company”. We
suggest that the ESS Reform Bill definition aligns with the ITAA 1997.
Rights and options granted under ESS are not generally tradeable in any financial market. They are
private contracts between the company and the relevant employee, and will normally lapse if the
employee attempts to transfer or trade them in any way. We would therefore suggest that sections
1100F(b) and 1100F(f)(i) are amended, to remove references to rights and options being traded.
In respect of sections 1100F(c), (d) and (f)(ii), we do not agree that the definition of ESS interest should
incorporate whether the ESS interest involves the payment of monetary consideration. To align to the
policy intent, ESS interests that do not involve monetary consideration at the time of issue should be
able to be offered without being subject to subdivision C.
Particularly with regards to section 1100F(f)(ii), many companies grant options with an exercise price as
a way to allow employees to participate in any increase in share value. Many early stage companies
offer share options to employees which can access the tax concessions under the “start-up” ESS
provisions.
When such options vest and become exercisable:
► if share price has increased, the employee may exercise the options to acquire shares at the
exercise price. Typically, exercise of the options occurs at a time when the employee can sell
the shares (e.g., for an unlisted company, exercise may occur at the same time as a liquidity
event for shareholders such as where the company is being acquired under a takeover); or
► if share price has decreased, the employee can choose not to exercise the options – and no
monetary consideration is paid by the employee.
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For this reason, options that allow for deferred payment of any monetary consideration should not be
included in the definition of “ESS interest”.

6.

Valuation

Section 1100V(2) of the ESS Reform Bill requires that company valuation be provided at least 14 days
before the exercise or vesting of an ESS interest. It is typical for options to have an exercise period,
within which the employee can choose to exercise their option. The ITAA 1997 allows the exercise
period to be as long as 15 years. Therefore, it is unworkable for an employer to be required to provide a
valuation within 14 days of the exercise date, when the exercise date is open ended or unknown.
We propose that the requirement be for the valuation to be provided within 14 days of the end of the
exercise period.

7.

Tax

We welcome Treasury’s decision to remove cessation of employment as a taxing point for ESS interests.
However, this new provision should apply to all grants from the effective date, and not just to new
grants.
If the new provision only applies to new grants, employers will be required to refer to two separate sets
of ESS tax rules where an employee ceases employment, for many years, due to the vesting periods,
restricted periods and, in the case of options, exercise periods, relating to ESS interests which have
already been granted. This will increase the administrative burdens for employers operating ESS, rather
than reducing them.
Removing the cessation of employment taxing point for all ESS interests from the effective date will
significantly reduce the administrative burden on companies operating ESS, as well as reducing
complexity for new plans being implemented by companies.
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